Introduction
The revolts sweeping across North Africa and the Middle East in 2011 have shaken long-held truths about the region, truths become such through their assiduous repetition by Middle Eastern regimes and the unconditional support conferred on these regimes by the West. True, Middle Eastern regimes had been remarkably resilient, remoulding their authoritarian practices to the prerogatives of a globalized world (Guazzone and Pioppi, 2004; Schlumberger, 2007) . True also, despite all their liberal rhetoric, external actors -the United States (US) and the European Union (EU) in primis -played a prime role in sustaining these regimes, viewing them as the lesser evil in a region supposedly plagued by religious extremism, but reliable partners in pursuing foreign policy agendas, commercial and energy interests and the management of migratory flows.
Yet the sustainability of these regimes has proved a chimera (Colombo, 2010) . No one knew exactly when the underlying traits of this unsustainable situation -from political repression and corruption to deep inequalities, youth unemployment and widespread povertywould reach the point of no return. Some commentators simply stressed the gravity of these problems and sought to explain why, nevertheless, authoritarian regimes survived (Guazzone and Pioppi, 2004) . Others believed that ultimately these ills would acquire political shape and form (Spencer, 2009; Colombo, 2010) . The West however persisted in its largely unconditional support, extending the lease of life of these increasingly illegitimate regimes. This is not to suggest that, over the decades, Western policy towards North Africa and the Middle East has been fixed in stone. It is to say instead that despite the changes, the underlying premises of such policies remained largely the same. Against this backdrop, this chapter first reviews the evolution of the EU's Mediterranean policies over the last decade and argues that a serious rethink of such policies is contingent on the need to reverse the hierarchy of priorities that has so far sustained policy options as applied to the region. Secondly, the chapter explores what such a rethink might entail for the EU.
Reviewing EU policies towards the Mediterranean: 2001-2011 Putting democracy ostensibly at the forefront in the ENP
The 21st century began with the trauma of 9/11, which initially seemed to induce a fundamental shake-up in Western policies towards the Middle East. In the early post-9/11 years, the dominant mantra was that the West had mistakenly bet on stability over democracy. By sustaining authoritarian regimes and their human rights-violating practices, the West, the theory went, had bred frustration and resentment in the region, which had found political expression in exile, repressed social unrest and Islamic fundamentalism.
The West was thus called on to revise its policies in order to induce democratization in the Arab and Muslim worlds, and eradicate the 'root causes' of terrorism. This theory originated in the neo-conservative US right, which began promulgating 'ambitious schemes of political and social engineering ' (Owen, 2009, p. 2) as a means to reconcile what had been an inherent tension within post-Cold War American conservatism (Ish-Shalom, 2007) : on the one hand, the pessimistic view of an inevitable 'clash of civilizations ' (Huntington, 1993) , and, on the other, the optimistic forecasts of an 'end of history ' (Fukuyama, 1992) . Neo-conservatives tried to reconcile this tension by appropriating structural theories of the democratic peace, which legitimize democratization through one-size-fits-all institutional solutions and the cultivation of pro-Western elites. Forced and forceful democratization from the topdown, epitomized by the 2003 war in Iraq, represented the tool to 'tame' cultures, and magically exit the clash of civilizations and enter the liberal dream of the end of history. This logic became part of the Greater Middle East initiative that the US launched under the Bush administration during the June 2004 G8 Summit in Sea Island, Georgia.
